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Inconsistent with stereotypes

Misconceptions concerning poverty addressed

By Regina Slavinski

MSC student Jackie Rubino organized a panel discussion on poverty which was held on Thurs., Nov. 6, 1986 in Kop's Lounge, Russ Hall. Panel members addressed misconceptions surrounding poverty and how it is inconsistent with the "stereotypical poor.

Dr. George T. Martin Jr., Sociology professor at MSC, said that of the 32 million poor in 1981, many were working despite a tendency to think of the poor as unemployed. Of that number, 58 percent are women and 42 percent are men. He added that blacks are also disproportionately affected by poverty.

"Poverty is heavily influenced by race. We are a society that tends to be sexist and racist. Black women are doubly burdened." The 13 percent poverty rate for black women who work full-time equals the poverty rate for white women. "The standard of living may be below poverty level, yet they do not qualify for aid because they own homes.

Dolores Roberson-Reilly, a councilwoman in Montclair, wished to dispel the notion that blacks do not qualify for aid because they own homes.

Martin cites a woman's primary responsibility of raising children to be a cause of poverty. Family breakdowns produce female single parents. Of these, only 43 percent receive child welfare; however, welfare assistance is below poverty level. In 1983, the welfare level was set at $10,300 per year for a family of four. This allotment roughly 60¢ per day per person for food. In addition, many women are not working due to the unavailability of day care and discrimination in the work force.

To remedy this situation, Martin said, "We need a national, comprehensive, affordable and quality child care system. We must demand affirmative action to guarantee fairness in the work force." He urged everyone to take political action such as voting and contributions to interest groups and political organizations.

There is a trade-off between services to the church and welfare assistance. Of those who receive assistance, 10 percent are below poverty level; among the poor, 43 percent receive child welfare. Of those who do not receive assistance, 10 percent are below poverty level; among the poor, 43 percent receive child welfare.

Martin's statement is "we must defend affirmative action to guarantee fairness in the system. We must defend affirmative action to guarantee fairness in the system."

The big problem where women workers and earning capacity is concerned is that many aren't in the labor movement. They're still on jobs that were supposed to be in years ago." These jobs are the traditional, low paid clerical and service jobs.

Women, on the other hand, have a different kind of poverty. "Women are more likely to be single, have a lower earning capacity and earn less than men. We must address these issues."

"We are a society that tends to think of the poor as lazy. We are a society that tends to think of the poor as lazy."

Inconsistent with stereotypes

Rathskellar's future under discussion

By Oren Seve

In an attempt to "save the Rat," the SGA has sponsored "A November to Remember," a series of programs designed to encourage student use of the Rathskellar.

"Without an increase in the number of students who use the facility, the Rathskellar will be closed by the college and the space will be used for another activity. Included in the loss of the Rat will be the traditional Thursday night.

"After the drinking age was raised to 21, most students were no longer eligible to enter the Rat. Sales declined drastically. For the better part of the week, the Rat remains empty. Historically, it has never been used as a site for programming; only a big screen television is available for daily student use.

"In September, the Rathskellar Advisory Committee was formed to evaluate the situation and make recommendations to the college."

Mark Brancato cited poor management as a major problem. Controls on cash and inventory were lax, and plans were not made by the Faculty Student Cooperative Association (coowner of the Rat) to deal with the loss of revenue caused by the increased drinking age.

According to Brancato, "The SGA has suffered the burden of picking up programming. Given time, we could do it. Rob Acerra agrees. "The SGA must be given enough time for proper planning." However, some of the programming has been successful."

Brancato said that the college administration has not offered a firm commitment to the SGA in support of the programming. The administration, though, says most of the problems are financial. Rising costs have hit the Rat heavily. Insurance costs have increased 1000%, solely for liability coverage for Thursday evenings.

"The costs for redecorations are expensive, especially if the Rat will not remain a location for programming. Some students have suggested that the programs would be more effective and worthwhile if alcohol was served, but this would lead to higher costs for supervision of the facilities."

According to one administrator, the alcohol should only be "incidental to the programs, not relied upon to bring in the students. Jeffrey Shapiro, Chief Executive Officer of the Faculty Student Co-op, was not available for questioning.

"If students have comments or suggestions, the Rathskellar staff and SGA would like to know. Ideas should be brought to the SGA office (Rm. 103, S.C. Annex)."

"Everyone knows what this game means. It's do or die." M.S.C.-Glassboro pg. 16

Will Opus jump? What will Steve Dallas do for a career change? Comics pg. 7

"Suburbia connotes the values and activities of suburban life with very few poverty problems. The truth is that the poor are with us and their numbers are increasing."

While Martin said, "The poor are characterized by a lack of opportunities," Robert Acerra interjected, "The poor lack the good luck of being born rich, white and male and they have the bad luck of being too old."

"Referring to policy change, Allen said, "It will not be until we get progressive liberalism in Washington. It has to be established on a federal basis first and then come down to state level." Martin added, "Realistically, we can expect no support from the White House until after 1988." Assistance programs are already limited due to budget cuts, said Roberson-Reilly. In looking to the future, "The question is not will the poor still be there, but will we one day be among the poor?"

Inside The Montclairian

"Age seems to spring upon some men. Women, on the other hand, have a later warning system built into their biology. It may be easier for males to postpone the realization of age and harder to cope with it when it inevitably arrives."

Goodman, pg.8

"Everyone knows what this game means. It's do or die." M.S.C.-Glassboro pg. 16

Through the use of minimal dialogue, exaggerated expression and mimetic devices, Players brings "The Seven Samurai" to life.

Review pg 11.

M.S.C Indians are not afraid to get down and dirty in their quest for victory, "We knew they wanted to run, but we stopped their attack.

Winning pg. 16.
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Will Opus jump? What will Steve Dallas do for a career change? Comics pg. 7
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"Everyone knows what this game means. It's do or die."
Minority Career Conference '86

Wednesday, December 3, 12 - 7:30 P.M.
Student Center Ballrooms

A Program for Minority Students and Alumni Preparing To Move Into and Up in the World of Work.

- 12:00- 1:00 p.m. Registration
- 1:00- 2:00 p.m. “GAME PLAN FOR SUCCESS: MAKING YOUR MINORITY STATUS WORK FOR YOU.” Hear how others have used their minority status to find opportunities to develop leadership skills, support systems and unique work experiences.
- 2:00- 3:15 p.m. “SPECIAL ISSUES FOR MINORITIES IN THE WORKPLACE.” Listen to professionals discuss their personal experiences as minorities in majority work settings.
- 3:15- 5:00 p.m. and 6:30- 7:30 p.m. EMPLOYER INFORMATION EXCHANGE. Submit resumes and talk informally to employer representatives about full-time, part-time and summer/internship opportunities.

EMPLOYERS WHO HAVE ATTENDED INCLUDE:

ADP  ERNST & WHINNEY  N.J. BELL
AETNA  F.B.I.  PASSAIC COUNTY
AMERADA HESS  FIRST JERSEY NATIONAL BANK  PROBATION DEPARTMENT
ARTHUR ANDERSON  G.P.U.  PEACE CORPS
A T & T  HAHNE’S  PRUDENTIAL
ATLANTIC MUTUAL  HANOVER INSURANCE CO.  SANDS HOTEL/CASINO
BAMBERGER’S (MACY’S)  Hertz CORPORATION  SOCIAL SECURITY ADMIN.
DATACOM  J. C. PENNEY  STERN’S
DUN & BRADSTREET  N.C.R.  U. S. NAVY
DUN & BRADSTREET  XEROX

- 5:00- 6:30 p.m. DINNER. Employers, students, alumni, Montclair State College staff and faculty will dine together. It’s another opportunity to exchange information.

Participants should come dressed as they would for an interview. Seniors and alumni should have resumes to give to employers. All are welcome to attend, regardless of race, creed, color, or sex. ONLY those coming to dinner must PRE—REGISTER BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 28. You may attend the program without dinner by registering at the ballroom. For more information, contact Career Services, Room 104, Student Center Annex. (201) 893-5194.

Black Alumni and Hispanic Alumni Committees of MSC Alumni Association.
Rat survival questioned

By Mike Heelan

The survival of the Rathskellar was discussed during last night's SGA meeting. According to SGA legislator, Renee Kendelcki, student participation during this month's theme of "A November to Remember" is not encouraging for the survival of the Rat. Unless student interest increases, it may be forced to close.

In other news, the low morale among faculty within the School of Business Administration was brought to the attention of the legislature. "Our entire business field at MSC is in bad shape," said Bob Heeland, SGA legislator. He emphasized that many teachers are leaving and not promptly being rehired, causing a shortage. For these reasons, a student affairs committee is being set up to inquire into this matter.

According to SGA legislator, REUJS, the survival of the Rathskellar was discussed during last night's 5GA meeting. According to SGA legislator, REUJS, the survival of the Rathskellar was discussed during last night's 5GA meeting. According to SGA legislator, REUJS, the survival of the Rathskellar was discussed during last night's 5GA meeting. According to SGA legislator, REUJS, the survival of the Rathskellar was discussed during last night's 5GA meeting. According to SGA legislator, REUJS, the survival of the Rathskellar was discussed during last night's 5GA meeting.

The issue concerning overcrowding on New Jersey Transit was discussed by Michael Dye, Vice President of External Affairs. He asserted that this problem can be solved if students call N.J. Transit at 1-800-772-3606. Dye said due to student pressure, extra buses will most likely be running beginning in January.

After previous debates regarding appropriation of funds to the Hockey Club, the SGA approved $1,875 dollars to this class II organization. In conclusion, the SGA granted a class II charter to the Recreation Professions club for the academic years 1986-1988. Also, a class III charter was granted to both the Panzer Student Association and the Newman Community for the same time period. While the charters of Kappa Sigma Rho, Psychology Club, Geoscience club, Phi Beta Lambda and Apeheston were revoked for violation of laws set by the SGA.

In other news, the low morale among faculty within the School of Business Administration was brought to the attention of the legislature. "Our entire business field at MSC is in bad shape," said Bob Heeland, SGA legislator. He emphasized that many teachers are leaving and not promptly being rehired, causing a shortage. For these reasons, a student affairs committee is being set up to inquire into this matter.

Art Forum

Art Forum lectures take place Thurs., Nov. 13 at 3 p.m. in Calcia Auditorium. Admission is free.

On Nov. 13, Tom Feelings, artist and illustrator, will show slides and discuss his particular subject matter: black people, drawn from life in the streets of America, West Africa and South America. He concludes with a "work in progress," a monumental adult picture book on the Middle Passage. He will provide slides and explore some of the elements of textile/fiber art using examples of modern and traditional works. Ms. Keene is Associate Editor of Ontario Craft magazine. For more information call, Patricia Lay at 893-4307.

In Person

Dave Marsh

America's Best Known Rock Writer of Rolling Stone Magazine

A lecture that will change the way you hear music for the rest of your life.

Tuesday, Nov. 18
7:00 p.m. in the Ballrooms
North Jersey Women's Health Organization
Gynecological Care  Pregnancy Testing  V.D. Testing
Birth Control Testing
Pregnancy Terminated
Awake or Asleep
*STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
227-6669
383 Rt. 46 W. Fairfield, NJ 07006. Just 3 Miles W. of Willowbrook
PRIVATE O.B. GYN OFFICE

CHUCK NORRIS  LOU GOSSETT

FIREWALKER
THE CANNON GROUP, INC.
CHUCK NORRIS  LOU GOSSETT

Information Link Between the Federal Government and You
- Books, journals, maps, and more
- Selections tailored to local needs
- Dynamic and constantly updated collections
- More than 1,380 locations across the U.S.A.
- Free access

For more information, contact your local library or write to the Federal Depository Library Program, Office of the Public Printer, Washington, DC 20401.

Federal Depository Library Program
This program is supported by The Advertising Council and is a public service of this publication.
**Eye on MSC**

Kiera Gannon (right), gazes upon the Washington Monument as the combined staffs of the Yearbook and Montclarion (below), gather for a Washington lobby.

---

**Congratulations**

**Winners and Runners Up**

**Men's Football**
DAK AND THE ASSASSINS

**Co-Rec Softball**
MOTLEY CREW AND THE OBLIVION EXPRESS

**Men's Softball**
KLEESTERS AND BUD BOYS

**Women's Tennis**
RANDY ABRAMS AND CHRIS PADULA

**Men's Tennis**
PETER SMITH AND SAM WAICBERG

SILC is a Class One Organization of the SGA.

---

**THE CRABBY LOBSTER**

A UNIQUE SEAFOOD EXPERIENCE
Restaurant • Raw Bar • Take Out
B.Y.O.B.

The new, unique seafood dining experience located in Montclair featuring the casual self-service, New England style.

Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 11:30-10
Fri & Sat: 11:30-11
Sun. 4-9

578 Bloomfield Avenue
Montclair

201-744-2090

10% discount with MSC ID
WHY WAIT FOR A REASON?
Take advantage of one month of unlimited tanning at The Bronze Salon for only $40 w/ MSC ID.
Call Roddy 744-1262
Offer expires 12/25/86
542 Valley Rd.
Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043

SILC
Student Intramural Leisure Council
Presents
The Turkey Trot-
A 5-Mile Run

DATE: November 25, 1986

Money!!
Excellent opportunity for a few outgoing individuals at the area's hottest restaurant. Earn up to $300 or more weekly, full or part time. Flexible scheduling, company benefits, excellent growth potential. We don't require experience; just the desire to be the best!
Apply in person:
Bennigan's
Rt. 46 East in the American Way Mall, Fairfield.

FOR FUTURE MBA's
The Search Ends Here
Meet representatives from many of the country's leading graduate management schools.
Discuss admissions, curriculum, financial aid, career development and placement.
Receive the free booklet, The MBA and You, admissions materials and catalogs.
Daily registration is $5 payable at the door.
Friday, Nov. 21/2:00-8:00 Saturday, Nov. 22/10:00-4:00
One-Hour Workshops
Sponsored by the Graduate Management Admission Council
Friday 3:00; 4:30; 6:00 Saturday 11:00; 12:30; 2:00
Friday 4:30 Saturday 12:30
For information call 800-843-8557
(in New Jersey 609-734-1539)
ACROSS
1 Scarlett O'Hara's home 31 Actor Jaffe 63 Smaller 92 Direction 111 Opera solo 114 "Sawbuck" 116 Minute opening 118 Place 120 Military rank: colloq. 122 Silent play 123 Star group 124 Low 125 Star in Aquila 126 Day-breeze: It. 127 Building site
27 Lassoed 29 Distant 36 Poe...
Vietnam: a discovery

Last Tuesday, November 11, was Veterans Day.

This past weekend, members of The Montclarion and the yearbook staffs had the opportunity to visit the Vietnam Memorial in Washington, D.C., while in the city for a journalism conference. Most of us were too young to remember much of the conflict, we walked into the park with no conceptions of what we were about to see. We were unaware. We weren't expecting to be touched as much as we were. We came out, however, with a much clearer view of what Vietnam really meant—and really means.

A walkway leads to the names of the missing and dead which are etched into the huge black marble wall. Sightseers are instantly changed into entranced witnesses upon entering. The aura of serenity at the memorial was unviolated. People's words were taken away from them and replaced with sighs. Cameras were put back into their cases. The Vietnam Memorial, my cohorts and I soon realized, is not a site, but a hallowed ground.

Veterans, mothers, fathers, brothers, and sisters stood in front of the wall, visiting their buddies, sons, and brothers. Some cried, others stared. No one laughed. This reverent behavior that takes places automatically upon entering the grounds simply defies description. It is compelling.

The experience ends when you come upon the two veterans playing guitars at the foot of the Lincoln Memorial, singing, “We're not just gonna forget that it happens this time.”

You leave when the chills running down your spine disappear and are replaced by a cold chill over your entire body. You now realize that the few sentences the history books do grant to the Vietnam conflict are far too few and incomplete. You suddenly realize that 58,000 American lives were lost for reasons we aren't even too sure of today. You now feel the injustice to the American soldiers who fought for a war they did not create, but fought bravely for. They are never credited for courage and bravery in glorious victories or hard-fought defeats.

The saddest and most devastating part of the memorial: the one young man who walked up to a veteran, shook his hand, and said, “I didn't create, but fought bravely for. They are never credited for courage and bravery in glorious victories or hard-fought defeats.

The experience ends when you come upon the two veterans playing guitars at the foot of the Lincoln Memorial, singing, “We're not just gonna forget that it happened this time.”

You leave when the chills running down your spine disappear and are replaced by a cold chill over your entire body. You now realize that the few sentences the history books do grant to the Vietnam conflict are far too few and incomplete. You suddenly realize that 58,000 American lives were lost for reasons we aren't even too sure of today. You now feel the injustice to the American soldiers who fought for a war they did not create, but fought bravely for. They are never credited for courage and bravery in glorious victories or hard-fought defeats.

The most uplifting part of the memorial: the one young man who walked up to a veteran, shook his hand, and said, “I didn’t create, but fought bravely for. They are never credited for courage and bravery in glorious victories or hard-fought defeats.

The experience ends when you come upon the two veterans playing guitars at the foot of the Lincoln Memorial, singing, “We’re not just gonna forget that it happened this time.”

You leave when the chills running down your spine disappear and are replaced by a cold chill over your entire body. You now realize that the few sentences the history books do grant to the Vietnam conflict are far too few and incomplete. You suddenly realize that 58,000 American lives were lost for reasons we aren't even too sure of today. You now feel the injustice to the American soldiers who fought for a war they did not create, but fought bravely for. They are never credited for courage and bravery in glorious victories or hard-fought defeats.

The saddest and most devastating part of the memorial: the one young man who walked up to a veteran, shook his hand, and said, “I didn’t create, but fought bravely for. They are never credited for courage and bravery in glorious victories or hard-fought defeats.

The experience ends when you come upon the two veterans playing guitars at the foot of the Lincoln Memorial, singing, “We’re not just gonna forget that it happened this time.”

You leave when the chills running down your spine disappear and are replaced by a cold chill over your entire body. You now realize that the few sentences the history books do grant to the Vietnam conflict are far too few and incomplete. You suddenly realize that 58,000 American lives were lost for reasons we aren't even too sure of today. You now feel the injustice to the American soldiers who fought for a war they did not create, but fought bravely for. They are never credited for courage and bravery in glorious victories or hard-fought defeats.
Weekend College protests omission of Homecoming float photo in paper

To the Editor:

The Weekend College Student Association was very disappointed to note the absence of any pictorial coverage of our group by The Montclarion in its 10/23/86 issue which included a two page spread on the Homecoming Celebration. There were only two skimpy, one line reference to the fact that our float received First Prize. Our members devoted much time and energy to this effort in order to produce a magnificent and colorful prize winning float.

We cannot understand why a single picture did not appear in The Montclarion, especially since one of your photographers complimented us and took approximately five photos of our float.

Hernán Paz
President, W.C.S.A.

Professor’s forced retirement is an issue which needs publicity

To the Editor:

I was happy to see the news item in your Oct. 23 issue exposing the forced retirement of Professor Ben Minor. It is important that all the publicity possible should be used to prevent this assault on the rights of older and more mature citizens. Professor Minor is outstanding as a human being and a scientist and it would be a shame if your student body lost his services.

Frank Finnel

Freeman’s ‘Festive Night’ receives a positive response from student

To the Editor:

Residence Hall Dining Services held a Festive Night, to celebrate Halloween on October 30 in the Freeman and Blanton Hall cafeterias. We would like to take this opportunity to give you positive feedback about the dinner mentioned above. In Freeman the service, atmosphere, and food was commendable. Specifically, the employees were pleasant and efficient throughout the dinner. The atmosphere of the well decorated cafeteria complemented the meal. Mostly, we enjoyed the quality and selection of entrees. Congratulations, we look forward to future festive nights.

Dave Kerly
Junior/Broadcasting

Ensemble’s lunchtime jazz program struck a responsive chord in public

To the Editor:

We just want to send a word of congratulations to the Chamber Jazz Ensemble. They gave a wonderful jazz performance in the cafeteria on Friday, the 31st at lunchtime. We happened upon the concert by chance, sat down and enjoyed ourselves immensely. We only wish there were more people able to enjoy the music. Keep up the great work.

Lisa Zdzienicki
Sophomore/home ec. ed.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

The Montclarion/Thurs., Nov. 13, 1986
"What do you mean The Montclarion isn't coming out this week?"

The Montclarion, just back from a harrowing trip to Washington, D.C. and very excited about some new ideas but not having enough people to carry them out, which is why they want you to join, is a Class One Organization of the SGA.
Players ’Evening of One Acts’ a moderate success

By Gary Ruff

“The Seven Samurai” is a quaint Japanese legend of evil and heroism plotted in the format of an American spaghetti-Western. It is told, however, in mock-Japanese style through mime and vocal sound effects. Three actors (Tom Miscia, Patrick Keenan, and Rebecca Kilbey) alternately portray the putatively heroic samurai, the marauders, and the samurai heroes.

The peasants are hardworking and harsh, yet gentle and childlike. Their labors are frustrated again and again by howling, snarling invaders who kill and steal. At last the victims find help. A mighty warrior appears at the gates of the village and promises the villagers protection. Thus begin the bumbling efforts of the samurai to teach the bumbling villagers the art of defense. At last there is the conflict with the marauders, and a series of comic battle incidents which depict to sustain interest in the conflict which unfolds. “Grandma Duck” has wit, warmth, and an unexpected high significance. Player’s performance, however, lacks polish.

“An Evening of One Acts” will be shown Wed. Nov. 12 through Sat. Nov. 15 in Memorial Auditorium. Curtain time is 8 p.m., with an additional performance on Fri., Nov. 14 at 2:15 p.m. Tickets are $4.50 standard, $3.50 for senior citizens and $2.50 for students.

For more information call 893-5159.

DanceCompass performance

MSC’s Office of Cultural Programming will present DanceCompass, a New Jersey company led by Nicholas Rodriguez, on Fri., Nov. 21, at 8 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium.

The program will offer two premieres by Rodriguez. “City Graphics,” a company piece that portrays concerns in today’s fast-paced society, features a solo by Rodriguez set to an anti-drug speech by New York Mayor Ed Koch. A bag lady, business woman, thief and a child are among the characters woven into this dancecase of city life. The dance employs a set with Madonna, and music by Michael Hayes.

“Once We Met,” a duet for Rodriguez and Natalie Rogers, explores a romantic relationship beset with doubts as well as hope. A haunting solo by Brian Eno is the backdrop for the dance.

Also new for DanceCompass will be “Our Share of Night to Bear,” a playful quartet by Hikari Baba, a leading modern dancer in her native Japan. The piece is set to music by Harry Partch.

Tickets are standard $11, seniors $9 and students $5, and may be obtained by calling the Office of Cultural Programming at 893-5112 between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. Group discount rates are available.

Studio Theatre presents “Daniel Rocket”

Childhood dreams and illusions will be explored in the upcoming Studio Theatre Series production of Peter Parnell’s play The Rise and Rise of Daniel Rocket. The show will be performed Thurs., Fri., and Sat., Nov. 20, 21 and 22 at 8 p.m. in the Studio Theatre. The production will be directed by Natali Sokoloff, a graduate of MSC’s division of theatre.

The action of the play takes place over a period of 15 and 13-year-olds who ostracize their classmate, Daniel Rocket, who believes he can fly. But Daniel’s dreams are stronger than his friends might suspect, and he soon finds comfort among the exiled peer group who believe in him. He returns to his hometown to touch base with the people and promises left behind, after twenty years of living in the reality of his dreams.

Joseph Collins will play the role of Daniel; Brian Scogger plays Daniel’s best friend Richard, who wants very much to believe in his friend’s magic. Nicolette T. Velbay is cast as Alice, the girl Daniel loves and Richards marries. Other cast members, who play Daniel’s sixth-grade classmates, are Steve Beebe, Frances Gumb, Jennifer Kalison, Jon Neuman, John Tamburo III, and Christine Yacovelli. Rounding out the cast is Hillary Nugent and the backdrop is the grammar school science teacher.

For information and reservations, call 893-4205 or 893-5338.
Attention

- Travel rep. needed to distribute Sun­kist Spring Break trips to Ft. Lauderdale, Bahamas, and Cancun. Great incentives for promoting the best packages available. Call today: 215-867-2080. Only one rep. per school.

- HO—HO—HO. Need extra X-mas money? Become a Santa Claus for a classified and out, full power, many extras — 1980 Toyota Corolla Liftback, 58,000 miles, 1 owner, AM/FM stereo, excellent condition. Call 226-2688.

- 1976 Ford Pinto Wagon-89,000 miles, very clean, must sell! Best offer. Call 575-1074.

- Ping-pong table; like new—$50.00 or best offer. Call 573-0170.

- Mechanics Special—VW, 412 station wagon, 74,000 miles, perfect condition except for mechanical work. Asking $475. Call 773-0607, bet. 7-9 p.m. or ask for Barbara at 893-4333, ext. 1021 and 1024—"I need help, this place is a #1! Mess—The Maid.

- Mechanic Specialist: VW, 412 station wagon, 74,000 miles, good body, excellent interior, needs mechanical work. Asking $475. Call 773-0607, bet. 7-9 p.m. or ask for Barbara at 893-4333, ext. 1-4 p.m.


- 1980 Datsun 200 SX—AM/FM; AC; new tires; excellent condition, $2500 or reasonable offer. Please call 746-0616 after 3 p.m.

- To Lisa 'Duaba'—sorry about that! I guess it was a Freudian slip. My G O D! What would the kids look like? Only kidding Mike.—Mindy

- Chris C. Great Pictures! P.

- Pat—Did you get to the third rope yet?—Sg-

- Beth—I bought some O.J. for your clothes. M

- Matt—Want to come to Kansas with me? Brian

- Jim—You bet. I'm glad we talked !—M T

- Who left Guenivere on the floor? And where is her chastity belt?—Jim

- I need a H — U — G !—Fishbowl is dead!

- This stuff is like water—filler up! ! !—This stuff is like water—filler up! ! !

- Who be winnin' that bet anyway?—Who be winnin' that bet anyway?

- I was not. I repeat, not under the van—Pasquale's Italian cigarettes: robust, mellow, satisfying.

- To everyone who went to D.C.—lt was a wonderful weekend. Let's do it again sometime! Like how about to­morow?—Jim

- I didn't pack Angie. Did you? Mr. Smith

- Who was that Gwendolyn or Guen­morrow?—Jim

- TO THE INDIANS! You can do it! Never give up! ! Cor: 9-24-25, F. A. and P. M. D.

- To Lisa 'Duaba'—sorry about that! I guess it was a Freudian slip. My G O D! What would the kids look like? Only kidding Mike.—Mindy

- Pat—Did you get to the third rope yet?—Sg-
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- This stuff is like water—filler up! ! !—This stuff is like water—filler up! ! !

- Who be winnin' that bet anyway?—Who be winnin' that bet anyway?

- I was not. I repeat, not under the van—Pasquale's Italian cigarettes: robust, mellow, satisfying.

- To everyone who went to D.C.—lt was a wonderful weekend. Let's do it again sometime! Like how about to­morow?—Jim

- I didn't pack Angie. Did you? Mr. Smith

- Who was that Gwendolyn or Guen­morrow?—Jim

- TO THE INDIANS! You can do it! Never give up! ! Cor: 9-24-25, F. A. and P. M. D.

- To Lisa 'Duaba'—sorry about that! I guess it was a Freudian slip. My G O D! What would the kids look like? Only kidding Mike.—Mindy

- Pat—Did you get to the third rope yet?—Sg-

- Matt—Want to come to Kansas with me? Brian

- Jim—You bet. I'm glad we talked !—M T

- To Lisa 'Duaba'—sorry about that! I guess it was a Freudian slip. My G O D! What would the kids look like? Only kidding Mike.—Mindy

- I need a H — U — G !—Fishbowl is dead!

- This stuff is like water—filler up! ! !—This stuff is like water—filler up! ! !

- Who be winnin' that bet anyway?—Who be winnin' that bet anyway?

- I was not. I repeat, not under the van—Pasquale's Italian cigarettes: robust, mellow, satisfying.

- To everyone who went to D.C.—lt was a wonderful weekend. Let's do it again sometime! Like how about to­morow?—Jim

- I didn't pack Angie. Did you? Mr. Smith

- Who was that Gwendolyn or Guen­morrow?—Jim

- TO THE INDIANS! You can do it! Never give up! ! Cor: 9-24-25, F. A. and P. M. D.

- To Lisa 'Duaba'—sorry about that! I guess it was a Freudian slip. My G O D! What would the kids look like? Only kidding Mike.—Mindy

- Pat—Did you get to the third rope yet?—Sg-

- Matt—Want to come to Kansas with me? Brian

- Jim—You bet. I'm glad we talked !—M T

- To Lisa 'Duaba'—sorry about that! I guess it was a Freudian slip. My G O D! What would the kids look like? Only kidding Mike.—Mindy

- I need a H — U — G !—Fishbowl is dead!

- This stuff is like water—filler up! ! !—This stuff is like water—filler up! ! !

- Who be winnin' that bet anyway?—Who be winnin' that bet anyway?

- I was not. I repeat, not under the van—Pasquale's Italian cigarettes: robust, mellow, satisfying.

- To everyone who went to D.C.—lt was a wonderful weekend. Let's do it again sometime! Like how about to­morow?—Jim

- I didn't pack Angie. Did you? Mr. Smith

- Who was that Gwendolyn or Guen­morrow?—Jim

- TO THE INDIANS! You can do it! Never give up! ! Cor: 9-24-25, F. A. and P. M. D.
-GENESIS is coming to MSC.
-To the SGA, Please excuse CIC's bad attempt at humor. (A personal in paper last week)? Let me stress the personal was not the feeling of the executive board. CIC stresses unity and cooperation.
-To my co-Rose and anyone else who doesn't want to sleep in the Spring. THINK BIG! Just when you thought it was over- Spring Week is coming! Patti.
- Anthony: Don't worry everything will work out eventually. Just give it some time. If it's worth waiting for you'll wait forever. I know! Love your big sister.
- Dear Patti, Am I keeping up the DDB image? Love DDB
- To the lost Brother- Keep up the good work, a Brother
- Steve E. Thanks for your help. Love hugs and kisses, DDB
- Mr. Phelps: Where are our jackets?
- Mike Hughes: Let's play hide and seek.
- Barb- Are we having fun yet? me
- Dear Cassie of AIX, I'm infatuated with you! N.J.I.T. was fun. Please respond. Love a TKE.
- To John, Scott, Ethan, Bones, Russ, and Chris- The nights of the Round Table live. Love, Snap, Cracklge and Pop.
- For the time of your life call the BIG spark, will you help me look for it? Congratulations to the new TK E Admirer.
- To all the New Sisters of AIX- Congratulations- I knew you could all do it! Sisters forever! -Marge.
- Congratulations. Liz and Steve, Love, DDB
- -Dear Liz R. Thank you. P.S. The Giants beat Dallas Quev! -Joe P. Thank you for the advice but I am not a "happy home" wrecker. He is TAKEN! The admirer will remain SECRET!
- -Frank C: You must have figured out who I am- you're avoiding me. I'm sorry. I can't help how I feel. The Admirer.
- What the heck does befuddle mean?
- What the heck does befuddle mean?
- -DUN, DUN, DUN...
- -"Peter Gunn"? Tony B., and Ed. We were out of control. Love, hugs, and kisses DDB.
- Congratulations. Liz and Steve, Love, DDB
- -Dear Liz R. Thank you. P.S. The Giants beat Dallas Quev! -Joe P. Thank you for the advice but I am not a "happy home" wrecker. He is TAKEN! The admirer will remain SECRET!
- -Frank C: You must have figured out who I am- you're avoiding me. I'm sorry. I can't help how I feel. The Admirer.
- What the heck does befuddle mean?
- What the heck does befuddle mean?
- -DUN, DUN, DUN...
- -"Peter Gunn"? Tony B., and Ed. We were out of control. Love, hugs, and kisses DDB.
- Congratulations. Liz and Steve, Love, DDB
- -Dear Liz R. Thank you. P.S. The Giants beat Dallas Quev! -Joe P. Thank you for the advice but I am not a "happy home" wrecker. He is TAKEN! The admirer will remain SECRET!
- -Frank C: You must have figured out who I am- you're avoiding me. I'm sorry. I can't help how I feel. The Admirer.
- What the heck does befuddle mean?
- What the heck does befuddle mean?
- -DUN, DUN, DUN...
- -"Peter Gunn"? Tony B., and Ed. We were out of control. Love, hugs, and kisses DDB.
- Congratulations. Liz and Steve, Love, DDB
- -Dear Liz R. Thank you. P.S. The Giants beat Dallas Quev! -Joe P. Thank you for the advice but I am not a "happy home" wrecker. He is TAKEN! The admirer will remain SECRET!
- -Frank C: You must have figured out who I am- you're avoiding me. I'm sorry. I can't help how I feel. The Admirer.
-Hey Paul- Interesting dance steps, you made at the Rat, twinkle toes. How's the ankle? Guess who.
-To the guy I talked to at the Halloween party last Thursday: Why won't you talk to me? Please respond.
-Peppermint Patty- It was a great idea! We had a lot of fun, it's amazing how creative you can be with a Hefty bag! Love ya- your sister- Peppermint Patty
-Attention!!! Two very attractive girls seek two very attractive guys for fun and possible relationship. If any studs feel you fit this description, please respond.
-L.O.L. RA Blanton. I would have written on your candy gram but I'm shy. An off campus admirer.
-L.O.L. Bet you didn't know it but I'm digging you. A candy gram admirer-G.
-Only Löwenbräu is brewed in the world's great beer drinking countries. Brewed in Munich, England, Sweden, Canada, Japan, and here in America. Only Löwenbräu, by license and authority, must use Bavarian Hallertau hops and be checked for flavor and quality by the brewmasters of Löwenbräu, Munich. Only Löwenbräu gives you 600 years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth American beer. THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOWENBRAU.
-Mike, if I had known earlier this would have been in last week's paper. But I figure better late than never. Happy 18th Birthday! Lots of love, Dawn.
-To my Flyboy, I'm obsessed with you but I can only admire you from afar. I hope to get closer someday. Love you. Turtle.
-Only Lowenbrau is brewed in the world's great beer drinking countries. Brewed in Munich, England, Sweden, Canada, Japan, and here in America. Only Lowenbrau, by license and authority, must use Bavarian Hallertau hops and be checked for flavor and quality by the brewmasters of Lowenbrau, Munich. Only Lowenbrau gives you 600 years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth American beer. THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOWENBRAU.

**Datebook**

**Thursday 11/13**
-The Newman Community will sponsor "Newman Night" at 5 p.m. in the Newman Center. $3 Advance ticket, please. For additional information, call ext. 7240 or 746-2323.

**Friday 11/14**
-The School of Humanities and Social Sciences and LASO will sponsor a program on Native American Land and Survival in the Student Center, Rooms 411-13. Two programs will be held: 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Tawân Innika, a miskito Indian will speak on prospects for Native Americans in Nicaragua, and Bill Means will speak on Navajo on Big Mountain, Arizona, where Navajo Indians are facing forced relocation. Admission is free.

**Monday 11/17**
-The Newman Community will celebrate Mass at 2:00 p.m. in the Newman Center. All are welcome.

**Wednesday 11/19**
-Career Services will hold a Resume Clinic from 1 to 2 p.m. in the Student Center Annex, Room 104. Be sure to bring a copy of your resume.
-The Newman Community will celebrate Mass at 12:15 in the Newman Center. All are welcome.

**Thursday 11/20**
-Career Services will sponsor Interviewing I from 6 to 8 p.m. in the Newman Center Annex, Room 209. This is designed to provide students with understanding of the Interview process. THOSE TAKING PART IN RECRUITMENT ARE STRONGLY URGED TO ATTEND.
-Career Services will hold a Career Planning Seminar from 1 to 2 p.m. in the Student Center Annex, Room 106. Topic: "What Can You Do With Your Major?"

**Friday 11/21**
-Career Services will sponsor a Seminar: Resume Writing from 10 a.m. to 12 noon in the Student Center Annex, Room 209. The theory and practice of writing a job-winning resume will be discussed.
MSC hockey team drops opener in high-scoring affair, 12—10

By G.F. Mullin

The MSC Hockey team opened its 1986-87 season with a heartbreaking 12-10 loss to formidable Metro Conference contenders Manhattan College.

On a rainy night, there was nothing happening in Bayonne that exceeded this match. That evening, though behind at some point in all three periods, managed to stay even with the Jaspers, and from time to time even move in front. This was in spite of the unusually high number of penalty calls against MSC. Incidentally, the Indians even scored with two of their players in the penalty box at the same time for a rare short-handed spectacle.

Here is an example of the team’s flair for the dramatic. The third period was shortened from 20 minutes to 15 minutes by the referee under house rules. Though MSC played most of the period shorthanded, they pushed the score to within one goal of tying, 10-9, with 4:35 left on the clock.

At 3:14 the Indians evened the score for the last time. Manhattan bounded right back, however, to score at 1:02 and again at :59 to ice the victory, 12-10. Manhattan. Shots on goal: MSC 29, Manhattan 33. Despite the Jaspers’ 12-goal onslaught, MSC’s goaltending was impressive in spots.

It is an accepted reality that in ice hockey, there are four basic skills to the game. Skating, stickhandling and passing are the first three. Each team displayed these skills well on November 5th. Finally, there is shooting, the end result of an offensive team play and the action which produces a goal. There was plenty of scoring between MSC and Manhattan.

MSC has an abundance of the above mentioned skills, especially shooting-wise. With more secure defense, the Indians may be on their way to another great season.

NFL should follow the rules of USFL instant replay plan

By Perry Schwarz

When the National Football League held its league meeting in Chicago two weeks ago, a major topic discussed among the owners was the usage of the controversial instant replay system.

After following this issue for over a year, I feel the replay can work — and work as effectively in the NFL as it did in the United States Football League (USFL).

Many have put the USFL to rest, but I like to give credit where it’s due. The USFL worked effectively in the USFL and the same can occur in the NFL — if one change is made. Give the power of the replay to the head coach of a team. That is, let the coaches and not the man upstairs decide what play they would like reviewed.

In the October 20th issue of Sports Illustrated, an article entitled “Going Ape over the Tape” made claims to the reader that the fault of the replay has been of the officials in the box. On a few occasions the fault has been with the person in the booth, but that is because they had to make quick judgement calls as if they were on the field. The article cited examples of miscommunication between the press box official and field referee. The men in the booth are retired officials with the front office of the league. If the power of the replay was with the coach then the person in the booth wouldn’t have to make quick decisions. Here are the facts you need to know.

If the coach was confused he should be able to question the play and call for a review. The man upstairs should be there to check plays and not call them.

My opinion is that if the NFL made one adjustment, I know Dan Reeves (Denver Broncos coach) would have liked to be a part of the USFL type replay on September 15.

Denver vs. Pittsburgh, John Elway pitched the ball to Gerald Wilheit and he threw a score to Steve Watson. However, the TD was nullified because the referee said it was an illegal forward pass. According to the replay the ref was wrong — it was a TD. However no signal from the pressbox came down.

“They said the call was correct and there would be no replay,” Reeves said. “If I could do it all over I’d waste a time-out and start bitching about it, but nothing happened fast ... and we ran another play.”

Once another play is run, the replay can’t be used. The example proves that if the coach was confused he should be able to question the play and call for a review. The man upstairs should be there to check plays and not call them.

NFL should follow the rules of USFL instant replay plan

Where are MSC’s sports loyalties?

The Montclarion wants to find out who the favorite baseball, football, basketball, and hockey teams are on campus. Fill out the information below and send your answers to us in Room 113 of the Student Center Annex. MSC, Upper Montclair, 07043.

If it’s more convenient, drop it off in our special box located outside our office or send it to us through inter-office mail.

We will run this survey until Friday, November 21st, so stand up and be counted!

FAVORITE FOOTBALL TEAM:

Jets
Giants
Other

FAVORITE HOCKEY TEAM:

Rangers
Islanders
Devils
Other

FAVORITE BASEBALL TEAM:

Mets
Yankees
Other

FAVORITE BASKETBALL TEAM:

Nets
Knicks
Other

I AM:

Male
Female

Birth Year

Junior
Senior
Graduate/Alumnus

Trivia Time-Out

Each week, the Montclarion will publish a list of sports questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia.

If you think you have the right answer to the stumper, drop it off at The Montclarion, Room 113 in the Student Center Annex. The names of those who submit the correct answer will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for submissions is Monday at 3 p.m. So start working and get into those trivia books.

1. Who was the MVP of the 1986 World Series?
2. Who is the leading rusher in Syracuse University history?
3. Who holds the national collegiate record for the most rushing yards in one half of football?
4. When was the last time the Giants began a season 8-2?
5. How many times has the U.S. lost The America’s Cup?

This week’s stumper:

Who is third on the NFL’s career rushing yardage list?

Answer: By Perry Schwarz

1969’s Stor. Ray Knight, Z. Joe Morris, 3. Larry Horn MSC (310 yards)

Dean Reaves (Denver Broncos coach) would have liked to be a part of the USFL type replay on September 15.

Denver vs. Pittsburgh, John Elway pitched the ball to Gerald Wilheit and he threw a score to Steve Watson. However, the TD was nullified because the referee said it was an illegal forward pass. According to the replay the ref was wrong — it was a TD. However no signal from the pressbox came down.

“They said the call was correct and there would be no replay,” Reeves said. “If I could do it all over I’d waste a time-out and start bitching about it, but nothing happened fast ... and we ran another play.”

Once another play is run, the replay can’t be used. The example proves that if the coach was confused he should be able to question the play and call for a review. The man upstairs should be there to check plays and not call them.

My opinion is that if the NFL keeps the replay system in the same format coaches and owners will continue to complain. They should take some advice from the USFL and make this change. Give the coaches the power and the replay would work like a charm.
Football team doesn’t mind winning ugly

By Perry Schwarz

The conditions couldn’t have been any worse for the MSC Indians (8-1) to play football and win. Despite the continuous rain showers, muddy field, unreliable scoreboard, and trailers used to keep the field dry, the team defeated New Jersey Athletic conference opponent Jersey City State 21-7 at the Tidewell Complex in Jersey City.

The Indian defense put the first points on the board. On the third play of the game, Tony Zuppa came up with an interception and raced 24 yards untouched for the score. Tony Colasurdo, who has two interceptions points later, made the first one with 13:23 on the clock.

“My tackle should also be credited to David Harris,” Zuppa said. “Dave made a tackle on the receiver and the ball popped up. I jumped and got the ball.”

The second quarter was scoreless, leaving halftime score 7-0 and the game up for grabs. MSC controlled the quarter offensively, but couldn’t convert.

The Goths (5-4) were unable to mount an offensive stand. They gave up two possessions on punt and another was a missed field goal.

“We knew they wanted to run, but we stopped their attack. Then they tried an air attack, which was also ineffective,” Dan Zakashefski said.

“They did what we expected and we shut them down. They pulled no surprises and baited our pass rush.”

MSC opened the third quarter with the ball and quickly capitalized. Tony Sweet capped a nine-play 75-yard drive by catching an 11-yard pass from Walter Briggs to up the score to 14-0.

Sloppy field conditions didn’t slow down MSC’s offensive attack last week.

“Usually we run a long route on that play, but if a linebacker blitzes, Walt dumps the ball to me over the middle,” Sweet said. “They were using the long pass to catch the Indian defense off guard. The long pass was successful as we found a soft spot in the secondary.”

Nik Gaminski open, who knocked the ball on the ground so our air attack was unreliable. But we execute Sacha’s plan.”

With MSC’s offense surging forward, the defense made a collision on the receiver and turned the ball over to the offense.

MSC-Blassboro match-up a must-win game for both teams.

By Perry Schwarz

At this time next week the MSC football team will be either in the playoffs or the coaches will be saying, “Clean out your lockers for the basketball team.”

“The game that will decide the Indians’ fate is Saturday against New Jersey Athletic Conference rival Glassboro State College. GSC suffered an 8-7 loss to William Paterson last week. It now has a conference record of 4-1 to the Indians’ 5-0.

MSC is in a two-for-one situation. If it loses to Glassboro, it loses the conference championship. If we win, we win the conference championship and likely this game is going to be won.”

Glassboro coach Tony Zuppa said that this game is going to be won from last year and the circumstances are remarkably similar.

“This is the same situation we faced last year and it is with the same team,” Zuppa said. “GSC is a good passing team, so if we can put pressure on their quarterback, force him to throw wildly, and we make the big plays, we can win comfortably.”

MSC tri-captain Ernie Giampietro says that this game is going to be different from last year’s and the team is already excited about winning its seventh straight championship. Giampietro is another lineman who played a part in the Indians’ 1985 victory over the Profs.

“Last year we played at GSC’s home turf, but now they have to play in Montclair from our front lawn,” said Giampietro. “Many of our players are thinking about the close call we had last year where we had the ball in the end zone, and do want this one to be the same type of game. If we lose, it’s all over. None of us want that to happen.”

“We are right where I anticipated us to be,” Giampietro said. “I must admit that the enthusiasm for this game has come a lot faster. If I have to hype these guys up for this game, there must be a serious problem. If we have to hype them then our chances to win are slim.”

By Dennis Campbell

The MSC soccer team lost its last game of the season at Sprague Field, Saturday against St. Peter’s on a sloppy, slippery field that made it difficult for players to keep their footing.

The conditions through were only part of MSC’s problem, as when the game was over, the Indians came away with a tough, 4-0 loss. The wet field made it difficult for both teams to mount any kind of offense in the first half, as both teams had trouble adjusting to the conditions. The teams played evenly in a lackluster first half that saw play dominated by the defense.

With the weather dictating play and the game moving along on a slow pace, St. Peter’s was able to capitalize on a free kick and take a 1-0 lead just before halftime.

While both teams played tentatively in the first half, things heated up in the second half at a furious pace. The Indians came out on the offensive and converted a free-kick and all-out attack on the St. Peter’s team. Their first scoring opportunity came when Daniel Simon attempted to tie the score, but Patrick Kicera charged out to deny the goal.

With MSC still on the attack, sending St. Peter’s players up front to attempt to tie the score, St. Peter’s sprung one of their attackers free. They were successful as they found a Nik Gaminicki open, who knocked the ball in the goal. With a two-goal lead, St. Peter’s started to apply pressure, and scored off a corner kick to take a 3-0 lead, and secure the win.

Indian senior and co-captain Drew Mullins put the game in perspective.

“We just missed too many scoring chances, and they got the breaks. Our team is young, but we have to win,” Mullins said.

“Coach Tony Altillio said that he was pleased with the season, but on the graduating Mullins he said, “Nobody can fill his shoes.” Still he remains optimistic that the defense can maintain the level it achieved this year with Michael Nothofer and Vinne Necisio returning.

Indian Inf: Mullins was named to the New Jersey Athletic Conference’s all-star first team. Robert Chesney was voted to the second team and Nothofer received honorable mention status from the NJAC.